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Did you know?
 

ZF completes 500+ 
 enforcement actions
annually against websites,
apps, social media profiles
and registration filings that
violate  Zcash trademarks.
Many of these violations
have malicious intentions.

The Future of 
Zcash



A Word From ZF's 
Executive Director

This is the Zcash Foundation’s quarterly report for Q3 2022. Our goal with these reports is to provide a summary
of the Foundation’s activities and an overview of our finances, including a detailed breakdown of our spending.
We welcome feedback, so if you have any questions or suggestions, please post them to the Zcash Community
forum!

Progress on Zebra was impacted due to the fact that a series of large transactions that began appearing on
mainnet this quarter, which required that the Engineering team switch focus to improving Zebra’s performance
and resolving issues exposed by the heavy load. Nevertheless, Zebra saw a major step forward in terms of real-
world deployment, after an experimental Zebra powered LightwalletD instance was made available for
ZecWallet Lite users. 

Our goal for Q4 is to finish the work required to cut our first stable release of Zebra, and begin the process of
engaging auditors to get it reviewed for security and compliance with the Zcash specification. Then we will begin
work on adding the necessary functionality to make it possible for miners to use Zebra to generate block
templates to mine against, and then broadcast their successfully-mined blocks to the network. 

continued on next page

https://forum.zcashcommunity.com/
https://forum.zcashcommunity.com/t/zebra-powered-lightwalletd-with-zecwallet-lite/42868


There were further revisions to the FROST specification, as it moves toward being finalised. We have
also begun work on implementing distributed key generation, and a draft ZIP that will specify how
FROST signatures will be used in Zcash. If all goes well, we hope to begin engaging with wallet
developers in early 2023 to discuss how FROST can be deployed for use by Zcash users. 

Zcon3 took place in Las Vegas in August, with over 150 members of the community gathering for our
first in-person event since 2019 (and the first time that most of the Zcash Foundation team members
have met in person). The majority of presentations were livestreamed, and can be viewed on Youtube.
Feedback from attendees and participants was overwhelmingly positive. It’s clear that being able to
meet one another in person is important for building relationships and partnerships across the
community. We’ll soon be announcing the dates and location for Zcon4, as well as our first regional
Zcon event. 

During Q3, the Zcash Community Grants committee (ZCG) approved six grants, totalling $1.39M, and
distributed nearly $1M for completed grant milestones. This quarter saw the departure of Hudson
Jameson, who was replaced by Cody Burns. 

Jack Gavigan             
3rd November 2022
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https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL40dyJ0UYTLJm-Cl7ez3UXp8R4IuUNDfb


developers who improve the Zcash protocol, and create the products,
tools and services that support its use; 
utility that enhances the ability to use ZEC and the Zcash platform for a
broader and more flexible range of purposes;
broader adoption of Zcash as a platform for commerce, with ZEC as its
native currency and;
users who are attracted by the utility of ZEC and the services that
entrepreneurs build on the Zcash platform. 

Support the Zcash community - We do this by running Zcon, maintaining
the community forums, and by giving the community a voice through the
Zcash Community Advisory Panel. 

At the Zcash Foundation, we believe that the success of Zcash and the
principles it embodies relies on a positive feedback loop involving:

Our strategic objectives are to:

the Future of Zcash 

Foster the growth of the Zcash ecosystem - We aim to do this by removing obstacles that discourage
developers, users, entrepreneurs and others from building, adopting or otherwise supporting Zcash. 
Make Zcash smarter - We believe that programmability is a key mechanism for enhancing Zcash's utility. In
time, we will explore options for achieving this. 



community
nominations
for ZF's
board
In October, we invited community
nominations for a seat on the Zcash
Foundation board seats. 

We will hold a community call with the
candidates on November 9th, followed
by an advisory poll of the Zcash
Community Advisory Panel. 

Click here to view updates. 

hiring, firing and supervising the Executive
Director (ED), 
providing guidance and advice to the ED,
and
having bold visions about the Foundation’s
mission and future, and working with the
ED to assist him execute on them.

The Zcash Foundation is governed by a six-
person board of directors, consisting of five
independent directors, and the executive
director.

Members of the ZF board share fiduciary
responsibility for ZF–acting as trustees of its
assets, and ensuring that ZF is well-managed,
and remains financially sound. 

In practice, these responsibilities can be
summarized as:

https://zfnd.org/20220922-inviting-community-nominations-to-the-zf-board/
https://forum.zcashcommunity.com/t/questions-for-the-zf-board-candidates/43226
https://forum.zcashcommunity.com/t/community-nominations-to-the-zf-board/43023
https://forum.zcashcommunity.com/t/community-nominations-to-the-zf-board/43023
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113


During the third quarter of 2022, the Engineering team finished off the final outstanding issues
to enable Zebra to act as a lightwalletd backend and continued to work toward a stable
release candidate ready for audit and an eventual stable release for Zebra. During this quarter
we also started releasing Zebra docker images on Docker hub when tagging a new release.

Work on the FROST specification continued, with v8 of the spec shared for review. Work also
continued on the associated reference implementation.

Q3  Science & ENgineering
Summary

Zebra will provide a modern, modular platform for Zcash development,

making it easier for developers to improve and build on Zcash. It will also

provide a foundation for adding programmability to Zcash in the future. 

FROST removes an important obstacle to adoption of shielded Zcash, and

will enable greater utility for shielded ZEC. 

How ZF's Science & Engineering work supports our strategic objectives

https://zfnd.org/zebra/
https://hub.docker.com/r/zfnd/zebra/tags?page=1&name=rc
https://mailarchive.ietf.org/arch/msg/crypto-panel/6YSDNaxbxCUwNyFEMSEmQhf39Dg/
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Sprint 14: Due to serious performance issues caused by large mainnet transactions, the engineering team focused on
fixing some bugs and making improvements to proof and signature verification. The team also worked on improving
Zebra's sync performance and reliability under heavy load.

During this sprint we also invested more engineering resources to the FROST project, reviewing our FROST
implementation backlog, working toward v5 of the FROST spec, and starting on a draft ZIP describing how to create Zcash
spend authorization signatures using FROST.

Zebra Update
FROST Engineering Updates 
FROST Research Updates

Sprint 15: The team continued to work on Zebra bug fixes as well as addressing issues with the sync. Work from the
previous and current sprint was released in Zebra 1.0.0-beta.13. 

Work on FROST continued towards v7 and v8 of the FROST specification, with further progress on the draft ZIP. 

The team also worked on their Zcon3 presentations: 

Sprint 16: During this sprint, most of the team was focused on Zcon3 prep and travel, as well as the Foundation’s team
retreat, both of which happened during the sprint.

continued on next page

https://github.com/ZcashFoundation/zips/pull/3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLb9ZAKi_4g
https://youtu.be/VE-1aTuwpzI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cAfTTfblzoU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cAfTTfblzoU
https://github.com/ZcashFoundation/zebra/releases/tag/v1.0.0-beta.13
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Sprint 17:  The team released Zebra 1.0.0-beta.14 and continued working toward the first stable release candidate. We also
stabilized our CI setup to ensure any changes to Zebra are thoroughly and automatically tested. During this sprint we also
worked on improving the sync performance of lightwalletd and were happy to see the results of our work on enabling
Zebra to act as a lightwalletd backend with ZecWalletLite using Zebra to power a Lightwalletd instance. 

Work on the FROST IETF spec continued as well as updates to the draft ZIP, based on v8 of the spec.

Sprint 19: Zebra 1.0.0-beta.15 was released during this sprint, including the work on improvements to Zebra's sync and
RPC performance. This release further improved test coverage and reliability, and was the first release to start
automatically creating Docker Hub binaries when tagging a new release.

As part of our work on releasing Docker Hub binaries, we applied and were approved for inclusion in the Docker-Sponsored
Open Source Program which, among other things, means that our Zebra docker images will now get verified and vetted by
Docker.

During this sprint we also worked on further improvements to our lightwalletd tests 

On the FROST project, the team had a productive meeting with an independent developer to gather feedback about their
experience implementing FROST. Work on v8 review updates continued and implementation of v8 was started.

Sprint 18: During this sprint the team worked on improving Zebra performance ahead of our first stable release candidate.
In particular the team improved RPC performance by allowing RPC queries to run in multiple threads as well as working on
improving the speed of some very slow block commits which happen during a full sync. 

In the FROST project the team started work on the implementation for Distributed Key Generation (DKG) to allow multiple
parties to participate in generating a shared secret. The team also continued to work on spec updates by addressing
comments from the v08 review.

https://github.com/ZcashFoundation/zebra/releases/tag/v1.0.0-beta.14
https://forum.zcashcommunity.com/t/zebra-powered-lightwalletd-with-zecwallet-lite/42868
https://github.com/ZcashFoundation/zebra/releases/tag/v1.0.0-beta.15
https://hub.docker.com/r/zfnd/zebra/tags


Q3 
frost News

FROST stands for Flexible Round-Optimized
Schnorr Threshold. It is a threshold signature
scheme that essentially reduces network
overhead during signing operations while
employing novel techniques to protect against
forgery attacks applicable to similar schemes.

Improving upon the state of the art
in threshold signature protocols

In this draft, we present the two-round signing variant of FROST, a Flexible Round-Optimized Schnorr
Threshold signature scheme. FROST signatures can be issued after a threshold number of entities
cooperate to issue a signature, allowing for improved distribution of trust and redundancy with respect
to a secret key. Further, this draft specifies signatures that are compatible with EdDSA.
   

However, unlike EdDSA, the protocol for producing signatures in this draft is not deterministic, so as to
ensure protection against a key-recovery attack that is possible when even only one signer participant is
malicious.

 

Version 10 of the FROST Spec Released

https://zfnd.org/frost/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-irtf-cfrg-frost/


Did you
know?

5%
The Zcash Community created the Dev Fund in
late 2020 as a means of funding ongoing
development of the Zcash protocol by the Zcash
Foundation (5% of the block reward), the Electric
Coin Company (7%), and the Zcash Community
Grants program (8%).

Annually, the Zcash Foundation receives
approximately 65,745 ZEC from the Dev Fund.

In addition, the Foundation receives 105,192 ZEC
as a restricted donation, which may only be
disbursed as major grants.



The USD value of funds received 
and held by ZF during Q3 was 
calculated using the following 

Messari closing prices for 
September 30:

ZF funds received in Q3 2022: Total held at end of Q3 2022:

$55.66 USD/ZEC

$1,329.56 USD/ETH

$19,443.77 USD/BTC

Received 16,478 ZEC 
($917,165 USD) at an 
average of 5,493 ZEC 

($305,740 USD) a month 
and realized approximately 
$415,826 USD per month in 

operating expenses

 $5,532,530 USD, 177,253 ZEC, 
62.14 BTC, and 12 ETH for a total 

value of $16,622,453 USD and 
held custody of 42,761 ZEC, 

60,000 USDC, and $2,441,893 
USD for a total value of 

$10,447,944 USD restricted for 
use in funding major grants as 

selected by ZCG & the ZCG 
discretionary fund. 
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During Q3 2022, ZF's operating expenses averaged 
approximately $415,826 USD per month. The 

breakdown of resource allocation is as follows:

 

Team Compensation $725,150

General Overhead $83,907

Outreach $21,083

Zcon $365,412

Conference Attendance & Team 
Building

$12,002

ZCG Member Compensation $24,000

Total $1,247,478

 

Team Compensation*
58.9%

Zcon
29.7%

General Overhead**
6.8%

ZCG Comp
1.9%

Outreach
1.7%

 

*Team compensation encompassed all compensation and benefits paid to 
ZF staff and contractors. ZF does not operate any form of retention bonus 
or deferred compensation scheme. 

**General overhead refer to costs not related to labor. These include: 
accounting, HR account fees, custodial service and banking fees, grant 
platform maintenance, insurance, legal fees, and trademark enforcement.
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programs ZF invested in during Q3. Please note,
each ZF team member’s compensation and benefits
are allocated to the program(s) they contribute to. 

 

Management & General $185,895

Community $464,560

Protocol (Zebra) $340,354

Science (FROST) $183,163

ZCG Support $73,506

Total $1,247,478

Community
37.2%

Protocol (Zebra)
27.3%

Management & General
14.9%

Science (FROST)
14.7%

ZCG Support
5.9%

 



  UNRESTRICTED FUNDS RESTRICTED FUNDS - ZCG

LIQUID ASSETS COIN BALANCE USD VALUE COIN BALANCE USD VALUE

USD 5,532,529.72 $5,532,530 2,441,893.45 $2,441,893

USDC $ - $ - 60,000 $60,000

ZEC 177,253.44 $9,865,927 142,760.52 7,946,051

BTC 62.14 $1,208,183 - $ -

ETH 11.89 $15,814 - $ -

    $16,622,453   $10,447,944

LIABILITIES  

GRANT COMMITMENTS   $102,580   $2,739,918

ACCRUED EXPENSES &
PAYROLL LIABILITIES

  $170,933    

    $273,513   $2,739,918

NET LIQUID ASSETS   $16,348,941   $7,708,026

USD VALUE (as of Sept. 30) : $55.66 USD/ZEC | 
$19,443.77 USD/BTC | $1,329.56 USD/ETH

NB: This simplified balance sheet does not include intangible or illiquid
assets and liabilities that would appear on ZF’s full balance sheet (e.g.

trademark, etc.). 
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The USD value of 
funds received and 
held by ZF on behalf 
of ZCG during Q3 
were calculated 
using the following 
Messari closing 
price for Sept. 30:

$55.66 USD/ZEC

Restricted funds received by ZF in Q3 
2022:

The Foundation received 26,365 ZEC 
($1,467,476 USD) at an average of 
8,788 ZEC ($489,140 USD) a month of 
ZCG restricted funds. 

The Foundation distributed 11,350 ZEC 
and $269,280 USD (valued at $986,378 
USD at time of payment) in Quarter 3 of 
ZCG restricted funds for grants 
approved by the ZCG committee and 
599 ZEC (valued at $36,219 at time of 
distribution) for the ZCG discretionary 
fund. 

Total restricted 
funds held by ZF on 
behalf of ZCG at the 
end of Q3:

ZEC = 42,761
USD = $2,441,893
USDC = 60,000

Total = $10,447,944

zcg key financials
Zcash Community Grants - Q3 2022



Grant Milestones Paid Out
Outstanding Liabilities

Approved Grants

$4,000,000 

$3,000,000 

$2,000,000 

$1,000,000 

$0 

Q3 ZCG     
Grants

Of the newly approved grants, ZCG paid out $300,000
USD for initial payments and milestones.

ZCG also paid out $686,378 for grants approved in
previous quarters.

At close of Q3 2022, ZCG had outstanding grant liabilities
of $2,739,918.12 for approved grants.

The Zcash Community Grants Program (ZCG) provides
individuals and teams access to funding so they can
contribute to the growth of the Zcash ecosystem. Some key
areas of funding include: core infrastructure, wallets,
interoperability, apps, ongoing services, integrations,
research, and community. During Q3, ZCG approved 6 grants
totaling $1,389,876 USD.

$986,378

$2
,7

39
,9

18



57
# grants reviewed YTD

ZCG METRICS YTD

15
# grants approved YTD

20
#open grants

21
#days proposal 

submission to decision

7
% of discretionary
budget used YTD

10
#ambassadors

ZCG Website                                                             ZCG Dashboard

https://zcashcommunitygrants.org/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1O5fhsMswA6pq9RnamN8I32JSu5DPul9ohBq6UTSJVb0/edit?usp=sharing


ZCG Q3 Approved 
Grants

Telegram Anti- 
Spam Bot

 
A telegram bot that 
kicks out users that 

have specific 
keywords in their 

name.
 
 
 

Link to grant

Zcash Ecosystem 
Security Lead

 
Provide in-depth 

security and privacy 
analysis, outreach, 
and leadership for 
Zcash community 

project.
 
 

Link to grant

Arti
 

Implement onion 
services for 
responder 

anonymity & make 
Arti a viable 

replacement for 
most users of the C 

tor client.
 

Link to grant

Ywallet
 

Fast shielded 
wallet.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Link to grant

Portable Device for 
Running zcashd 

Nodes
 

A simple device for 
running the Zcashd 

node without any 
programming , linux 
installation or shell 

interaction.
 
 

Link to grant

Implement Orchard
 

An implementation 
of the orchard 

transaction protocol 
in a Rust library, and 

user-facing 
applications that 
use that library.

 
 

Link to grant

https://zcashgrants.org/gallery/25215916-53ea-4041-a3b2-6d00c487917d/30972940/
https://zcashgrants.org/gallery/25215916-53ea-4041-a3b2-6d00c487917d/26388578/
https://zcashgrants.org/gallery/25215916-53ea-4041-a3b2-6d00c487917d/29067252/
https://zcashgrants.org/gallery/25215916-53ea-4041-a3b2-6d00c487917d/29082738/
https://zcashgrants.org/gallery/25215916-53ea-4041-a3b2-6d00c487917d/31829236/
https://zcashgrants.org/gallery/25215916-53ea-4041-a3b2-6d00c487917d/32468187/


Zcash ambassadors

Eric Vaughn - US

Jacob Feldman - US

Yoditar - Venezuela

Chidi - Nigeria

Zoz - Saudi Arabia

artkor - Russia

Janesh Balchandani - India

Aiden - South Korea

Michae2xl - Brazil

Click here to learn more about the Zcash Ambassador program

Madison Parks - US

https://forum.zcashcommunity.com/t/the-global-ambassador-program/41070


Thank 
you Zf 
board!

Jack Gavigan: Executive Director of the Zcash
Foundation.

Andrew Miller (Chair & Treasurer): Assistant
professor in the electrical and computer
engineering department at the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign, and an associate director of
the Initiative for Cryptocurrencies and Contracts. 

Peter Van Valkenburgh: Director of Research at
Coin Center, a nonprofit organization focused on
research, education, and advocacy at the
intersection of policy and cryptocurrencies. 

Matthew Green: Associate professor of computer
science at Johns Hopkins University, and one of the
co-creators of Zcash. 

Amber Baldet: CEO of Clovyr, former J.P. Morgan
blockchain program lead, and co-creator of a zero-
knowledge settlement layer for enterprise
Ethereum. 

Ian Miers: Assistant professor of Computer Science
at the University of Maryland and one of the co-
creators of Zcash. 

ZF would like to thank our board members for their 
continued contributions. Board members are 

uncompensated volunteers, dedicating their time and 
expertise to shape the future of the Zcash Foundation 

while providing vital governance oversight.

https://twitter.com/JackGavigan
https://soc1024.ece.illinois.edu/
https://www.coincenter.org/people/peter-van-valkenburgh/
https://isi.jhu.edu/~mgreen/
http://www.amberbaldet.com/
https://www.cs.umd.edu/~imiers/

